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Nanosatellites

The term nanosatellite is a type of small satellite that can have a wet weight between 1kg to 10kg. 

Nanosats are less in size, low-costed and can be shortly developed. Even shorter than 8 months to find 

a purpose and launch to orbit. They can easily be updated with the developing technology and can be 

sent to orbit in large numbers because of the low launch cost. These advantages make nanosats perfect 

to use them in constellations for New Space industry. This way it will distribute the risk of failiure, 

make it easier to renew the satellites, and will not cost much. 

Nanosatellite has a standard sized type called CubeSats. In 1999 California Polytechnic State 

University, San Luis Obispo and Stanford University's Space Systems Development Lab produced the 

CubeSat standard. This standard relies on “unit” which the dimensions are 10cm*10cm*11cm as 1U 

and can weight 0.8kg to 1.3kg. It can be formed as 1U, 1.5U, 2U, 3U or 6U for the nanosatellite 

dimensions. 

Just about all CubeSats have a power unit (solar panel and/or battery), communication unit to connect 

both ground station and other CubeSats, a computer, and protection materials for the harmfull space 

environment. Some Cubesats also have small driving engines and/or propulsion systems. CubeSats are 

loaded with different payloads according to their missions. Cubesats have various industrial 

applications such as Earth observation, communication and IoT, geolocation and logistics, signal 

monitoring and scientific applications. Until 2020 April 19, 1317 Nanosats and 1210 CubeSats have 

been launched. In the next 6 years more than 2500 nanosatellites are aimed to be launched. In the 

figure() it shows the total launched nanosatellites and CubeSats according to years including launch 

failures. It also shows nanosats with propulsion modules and total units of CubeSats that had been 

launched. 

https://www.cubesat.org/about
https://www.nasa.gov/content/what-are-smallsats-and-cubesats
https://www.nanosats.eu/cubesat
https://www.nanosats.eu/#figures
https://alen.space/basic-guide-nanosatellites/


INTERNET OF THINGS  

- - - - - - -

DESIGN of NANOSATELLITE

– Mission Design

The purpose of this mission is to design a CubeSat constellation in use of IoT applications. Assuming 

that this constellation will be in use in Turkey region and consists of 100 satellites. Each satellite will 

be exactly the same and they will have SDR as a main payload. In addition, the Cubesat must be 

capable of at least 1 Mbps data rates for satellite to satellite communication (ISL) and at least 100 kbps 

data rates for satellite to ground and ground to satellite communication.



– Orbit Design

The constellations can be launch into LEO, MEO or GEO planes. However for the satellite IoT system 

needs, LEO constellation technology has unique assets rather than GEO systems. Since LEO 

constellations altitude is lower, it is time efficient. With regard to propagation delay, while GEO 

constellations round trip time (RTT) is over 600 ms, LEO has a RTT less than 100 ms. Also having 

shorter propagation distance in LEO, leads to having less signal loss. At last, LEO satellites are 

reachable even there is a barrier in sight because of the satellite motion.(orbit2)

Altitudes lower than 1400 km (limited by Van Allen belt) are called as LEO orbits. LEO satellites 

moves with approximately 7.5 km/s relative to a constant spot on the Earth and have an orbital period 

of about 90-110 minutes.(orbit1) In a day, satellites goes around the Earth around 14 – 16 orbits. 

(Allenspace)

In Low Earth Orbits choosing near Earth orbits provides protection from solar and cosmic radiation. 

Also from the figure (number) it is seen that below 600 km is less crowded to use for the constellation.

The orbit of the satelite is chosen as circular orbit. The altitude is chosen as 550 km according to 

knowledge aforementioned and also based on part of the Starlink project. The inclination and the 



RAAN are determined for the orbit to pass over the Turkey region. 

Inclination (i) = 140 degrees

RAAN (Ω) = 35 degrees

Since there should be constant communication, satellites should be on the region all the time. While 

Earth rotates approximately 7.5 degrees every half an hour and this degree change stays in the Turkey 

region. It concludes that with 7.2 degrees between the orbital planes, total of 50 planes with 2 satellites 

in each will be adequate to cover the Turkey region.     

Ground track view is obtained from the Homa Online Space Orbit Simulator.(ref)



– Payload

Software Defined Radio (SDR)

With the growing satellite constellation projects, problems like rise in the number of communication 

windows, providing multiple signals, growth of data rates for ISL and ground links to Earth occurs. To 

solve these problems Software Defined Radio (SDR) should be in use rather than old communication 

systems and radio signal processing Intellectual Property (IP).(BUNSDR)

A SDR is a configuration of transceiver that uses adaptable, all-purpose hardware which configures by 

software control to regulate its functioning in every feature. (BUNSDR) Usage of Field Programmable 

Gate Arrays (FPGAs) provides adaptability to SDRs which lets them to operate with multiple bands, 

filtering and modulation designs without any or much changing the hardware. (SDRanten) In a 

specified scheme to lessen disturbance and preserve communication, SDRs should be able to alter to 

the air interface with carrier frequency optimisation, modulation and choosing radio standard. 

(BUNSDR) SDRs can be produced progressively small and efficient with the electronics turning into 

smaller sizes and needing less power which makes SDRs appealing to be used on CubeSats. 

(SDRanten)

NanoCom SR2000

 

datasheets and websites



The main payload of this design is the SDR. The NanoCom SR2000 from GomSpace is found to be 

suitable for this mission. The SR2000 is a software defined transceiver for S-band communications on 

nanosatellites which provides point to point, high speed, continuous mode. SR2000 S-band radio cen 

used for High Speed Link (HSL) resolution for satellite to ground communication, Inter Satellite Link 

(ISL) for communication between satellites in orbit, Advanced Space Link (ASL) resolutions for both 

ground communication and inter satellite links. The NanoCom SR2000 includes; NanoDock SDR 

(dock board), NanoMind Z7000 (on-board computer) and NanoCom TR-600 (daughterboard). Its S-

band operation frequency range is between 1980 Mhz – 2290 MHz. It uses S-band radio firmware as 

software which enables communication even under poor link circumstances with the usage of error 

correction algorithms. It uses flexible communication interfaces RS422 and CAN. RS422 interface 

provides max. 3 Mbps for the ISL communication and CAN interface provides max. 1 Mbps for the 

satellite and groun station communications. It has operational temperature between -40 degrees to +85 

degrees, it controls thermal load with precision milled anodized aluminum heat sink and provides EMI 

shielding. (2000ve7000)

Communication

The satellite will communicate in S-band for satellite to satellite, ground station to satellite and satellite

to ground station. In addition, it will have at least 1Mbps data rates for satellite to satellite 

communication and at least 100 kbps for satellite – ground communication. In order to meet these 

values NanoCom SR2000 will be in use. It has NanoCom TR-600 for the transciever. And it is 

compatible with GomSpace ANT2000 antennas. NanoCom TR-600 has four antenna connectors and in 

the SDR up to three daughterboards can be added. This means up to 12 antennas can be in use. 



S-band Active Antenna

https://gomspace.com/shop/subsystems/communication/nanocom-ant2000.aspx + datasheet

ANT2000 is a group of particularly designed active antennas to interface with GomSpace SDR 

transceivers and S-band radios. The antenna covered with shield/mounting plate. It includes;

• ISL version, NanoCom ANT2150-ISL supporting time division duplex with TX and RX in 

2200 – 2290 MHz frequency band

• Earth-Space Communication version, NanoCom ANT2150-DUP for full duplex with RX in 

2025 – 2120 MHz and TX in 2200 – 2290 MHz

• Satellite Mobile Services version, NanoCom ANT2090-DUP for full duplex with RX in 1980 – 

2010 Hz and TX in 2170 – 2200 MHz. 

It contains a transmit power amplifier, a receive low noise amplifier, transmit/receive switch (for ISL 

version) and needed support circuits. It has medium gain (8 dBi) patch antenna with circular 

polarization. It can be used in the top or bottom of the structure without exceeding the height of the 

structure also it can be used in the sides as it is shown in the Figure().  

 

https://gomspace.com/shop/subsystems/communication/nanocom-ant2000.aspx


          

On-Board Computer 

The satellites on-board computer is chosen as Z7000 – P3 from the Space Inventor. Z7000 – P3 is a 

strong system on a chip FPGA based payload computer with a dual-core ARM Cortex-A9 MPCore and

FGPA logic with 125K programmable cells. This OBC is well suited for high data-rates and processing

capabilities. It supports interfaces such as CAN, UART, 12C etc. It has 256KB on-chip memory, 1 GB 

RAM and up to 64 GB mass storage for payloads data. It can operate up to 1 GHz frequency and has 

min. 1.5 mm Al shielding in all directions. (datasheet)



Attitude Determination and Control

https://www.cubespace.co.za/products/integrated-adcs/3-axis/

--- photo

Cubesats in some missions require high precision inertial pointing which needs 3-axis control along the

orbit provided by three reaction wheels and sensors. For this mission CubeADCS 3-Axis and CubeStar 

from CubeSpace is chosen. For nanosatellites attitude sensing and control capabilities CubeADCS 

package is suitable. The CubeADCS package can include different sensors and actuators for different 

missions such as magnetometer, coarse sun sensor, fine sun sensor, nadir sensor, MEMS rate sensor, 

star tracker, magnetorquers and reaction wheels. Magnetorquers detumbles the satellite and returns it to

controlled spin, also with the aid of the momentum wheel they stabilize the attitude. The CubeADCS 

do pitch maneuvers and 3-axis pointing. A CubeADCS package includes up to four unified PC104-

standard PCBs and couple of secondary elements. CubeConnect, CubeControl, CubeSense, 

CubeComputer are the PC104 modules and CubeStar and CubeWheel are the secondary elements. 

Cube Connect is interface board for CubeStar and 3 Reaction Wheels. CubeControl is interface module

of actuators and sensors. CubeSense is used for attitude sensing with sun and nadir sensors. 

CubeComputer performs the necessary ADCS functions. (datasheet)

CubeWheel 

CubeWheel is reaction wheel for nanosatellites which supply the ability of achieving 3-axis stability 

and control to the satellite. Every CubeWheel is magnetically protected and can be placed in 3 axes. It 

has multiple sizes as seen in Figure (). For 3U CubeSat small size is chosen. (datasheet)

https://www.cubespace.co.za/products/integrated-adcs/3-axis/


 

 

CubeStar

CubeStar is a small star tracker which is based on ARM Cortex-M3 design and consumes notably low 

power. (datasheet)

Propulsion

The satellites drifts from its orbit in time and to prevent that they use propulsion system. For this design

the NanoProp CGP3 is chosen. NanoProp CGP3 is small-sized cold-gas propulsion system which is 



easy to integrate into cubesats requiring 0.5U volume. It has 1 mN thrust with 60-110 s specific 

impulse. Its capacity of propellant is 50 g and the propellant is Butane. Based on MEMS (micro 

electrically mechanical systems) technology, it has distinctive highly precise thrust control capability 

with four individual thrusters. With the mass flow sensors it supplies real time thrust measurement. 

(datasheet)

Electrical Power Subsystem

To provide power to all subsystems, primary and secondary power systems are chosen respectively 

solar panels and batteries. First power estimation is done and then the design calculations are done. All 

the formulas that is used in calculation are taken from AIAA book called “Elements of Spacecraft 

Design”. For all subsystem, power requirements are shown in Table (). 

---- Power requirements

According to AIAA power contingency table, for PDR stage and second level 20% margin is added to 

power consumption.(book)  

P total = 16.14 W

Primary power system – solar panel

For the solar panel cell 32% Quadruple junction GaAs solar cell from Azur Space is chosen. It has 32%

efficiency and 30.18 cm2 effective area. 

Solar panel area calculation

In order to calculate solar panel area the orbit period, eclipse and daylight time should be found. 

----- orbit period equation



P = Orbit Period

R0 = Radius of the Earth (6.3781*10^6 m)

h = Altitude of the satellite (5.5*10^5 m)

G = Gravitational constant (6.6743*10^-11 Nm2/kg2)

Me = Mass of the Earth (5.9721*10^24 kg)

From the equation P is found as 5739 s. 

For the circular orbit, maximum eclipse time Tn is calculated by the equation below.

----- Tn eq.

Eclipse time Tn is found as 2119 s and daylight time Td is found as 3620 s.

• Now from the equation below, the solar panel output power can be calculated. 

----- Psa eq.

Psa = Solar panel output power

Pe = Power consumption during eclipse time (16.14 W)

Pd = Power consumption during daylight time (16.14 W)

Tn = Eclipse time (2119 s)

Td = Daylight time (3644 s)

Xn = Eclipse efficiency (0.6)

Xd = Daylight efficiency (0.8)

Psa = 35.92 W

• Cell Calculations

------ equation

Pl = Power delivered by one cell under laboratory conditions

Pinc = Incident solar power (1367 W/m2)



n = Cell efficiency (32%)

Ac = Cell area (30.18 cm2)

Pl = 1.32 W

---- pc eq. 

Pc = Power from one cell under operational conditions installed in array

nuv = Power loss caused by UV discoloration of cell materials (~0.98)

ncy = Power loss caused by thermal cycling (~0.99)

nl =  Power loss caused by resistance in cell interconnects (~0.98) 

nm = Power loss caused by cell mismatch (~0.975)

ncon = Power loss caused by contamination from all soures (~0.99)

nrad = Power loss caused by radiation damage (~0.95)

ns = Power loss caused by shadowing

nt = Power adjustment for operation temperature 

Hl = Adjustment for solar intensity at orbit position

Lp = Array pointing loss factor 

Pc = 1.2 W/cell 

Nc = Psa / Pc 

Nc = Number of cell (30 cell)

Dc = 0.88 / Ac 

Dc = Installed density of the cell 

Asa = Nc / Dc 

Necessary solar panel area (Asa) is 1029 cm2



Solar Panel Mechanism 

For the solar panel mechanism NanoPower Deployable Solar Panel (DSP) for 3U is chosen from the 

GomSpace. It includes 3 panels with configurations of 135 degree version and 90 degree version. In 

this design 135 degree version will be in use. Panels are placed at the side of the CubeSat as folded 

when the satellite is in the orbit, panels are deployed by a releasing system. Panels are made of AL6082

T6-51. It also has cover glass for solar cells, coarse sun sensor and external temperature sensor. 

(datasheet)

Secondary Power System – Battery

From NanoAvionics Lithium-Ion baterries will be used. 

For the battery calculation the equation below will be used. 

-----eq

C = Battery capacity (Ah)

Ebcap = Total energy capacity (Wh)

Vd = Average battery discharge voltage (7.4 V)

Pn = Power consumption during eclipse time (16.14 W)

Tn = Eclipse time (5.886 h)

DOD = Depth of discharge (30%)

X = Battery efficiency (0.7)

C = 6.12 Ah

Ebcap = 45.3 Wh 



In the battery configurations 2S2P has 6.8 Ah capacity but with adding margin, the 2S3P configuration 

with 10.2 Ah capacity will be used. (datasheet) 

And for the EPS the NanoAvionics Electrical Power System (EPS) will be used. It has Maximum 

Power Point Tracking (MPPT) power conditioning and distribution unit with up to 96% MPPT and 

output converter efficiency. The EPS is equipped with four MPPT converters with eight solar panel 

input channels with wide range input voltage (2.6 – 18 V). It is also configurable with the chosen 

batteries and integrated with Battery Management System (BMS). (datasheet) 

 Thermal Control System

There are two kinds of thermal control system, passive and active control. Coatings, insulation and 

isolators are the passive methods, heaters, louvers, heat pipes are the active methods. For the CubeSats 

passive methods are more practicable.(thermal2) In the article Mishra explains the Multi-Layer 

Insulation to be used in the Cubesats for thermal regulation. He shows that for the 3U Cubesat which 

has 580 km altitude, 2130.74s eclipse time and 3645.36s sunlight time, MLI, paints, coatings are 

sufficient with keeping the batteries and sensitive components in the middle of the satellite.(thermal) 

This article's parameters are similar as this design so MLI will be in use for the thermal control system. 

----- Temperature table

From the RUAG company Standard Temperature MLI (Clean MLI) is chosen because of the 

temperature range which is -270 degrees to +150 degrees. It is 10 layer package with polyester foils 

and non-woven polyester netting. (datasheet)

 



Structure

This CubeSat designed for 3U dimensions which is 100*100*340.5 mm. For the structure ZAPHOD-

3U from AAC Clyde Space is chosen. Its materials for primary structures are Aluminum 7075 & 6082. 

(datasheet)  

---- Mass budget table

At the top of the structure there will be S-band patch antenna. Under the antenna there will be SDR. 

Under the SDR, OBC will be placed. At the bottom of the structure propulsion system will be placed. 

And between propulsion and OBC, ADCS and EPS with batteries will be placed since they are more 

sensitive components. And the deployable solar panels are around the structure. 


